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BEST PLACES TO EAT AND 
THINGS TO SEE IN CHINATOWN 

Here are ETD Chicago members recommendations: 
 

“Daifuku Ramen, Mango Mango Dessert upstairs from the ramen place. Also, 88 Marketplace down 
the road from Chinatown has a food court with various authentic Asian options.” – Ezra L. 

 

“If you enjoy sushi visit Mira Sushi inside Chinatown Square. Several shops and places to eat in 
Chinatown Square. I hear Happy Lamb Hot Pot on Wentworth in Chinatown is great. They opened a 
new location on about 32/Halsted in Bridgeport.” – Lucy A. 

 

“Joy Yee is amazing (there are 4 of them!). Def hit the tea/ice cream spot near Bonchon. It is so, so 
good. Don’t just stick to the plaza though. Walk down the block too. There’s lots of dumpling and ice 
cream places.”  — Mary S. 
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“I love Golden Bull! Ping Tom Park is a beautiful place to walk around.”  — Klarrisa M. 

  

“Our go-to is Furama Restaurant in Chinatown. Dim Sum and other specialty foods. Free parking if 
the one at the restaurant is full, they have another parking space across the street.”  — Rebecca M 

 
 

“Triple Crown is our go-to for Dim Sum. There are fun sights and shops along that small stretch of 
Wentworth Avenue.”  — Carlyn V. 

 

“Hot Take – I don’t love Ming Hin. If you are looking for lunch Xi’an Cuisine is good.”   — Chris L. 

  

“Dim Sum Beef Chop Suey, Australia Seaweed soup at Three Happiness across the street from the 
Firehouse.”  — Tone B. 

 

“Strings, it’s a ramen place. Always full and long lines. Food and service are great.”  —  Grace D. 
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 “MCCB is chef’s kiss! And Sushi + Rotary is yummy and fun! Also, Ping Tom Park! And Chiu Quon 
Bakery has delicious everything, but also the take home steamed baozi are worth every penny! And my 
boys like Joy Yee #2, it’s a bit down from the full size restaurant. They have good boba selections and 
Bubble waffle ice cream. The Taro ice cream is yum!”  — Katrina G. 

 

“I like Phoenix and Ming Hin. Rotary Susi plus also. Triple Crown. Hotpot at Happy Lamb. Joy Yee for 
fruit smoothies. Tiger sugar for boba. Lots of good places.”  — Joanne B. 

 

“Golden Bull (for authentic Cantonese dishes), Mayflower Restaurant (for dim sum, if you don’t mind 
the noise), Happy Lamb Hot Pot (for hotpot) and Chef Xiong (if you like some spicy dishes).”  
                                                                                                                                            — James L. 

 

“Chi Café is great for a light night eat and if trying Dolo Restaurant go for the Dim Sum and flat rice 
noodles.”  
                                                                                                                                            — Cyndy B. 

 

 


